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Usual Approach to CMB Fluctuations    
FRW metric with Newtonian fluctuations

Einstein Action S =

Expand to order ε2



The Second Order Lagrangian
A truncated theory with an effective action

First solve the ε0 problem – classically

Substitute the solution into the action and ε1 term vanishes

Next, solve the free field theory in this classical background



The Second Order Lagrangian
A truncated theory with an effective action

Can we treat this problem quantum mechanically ?
Can the classical background be the expectation value 
in some quantum state ? 



Emergent Gravity

Principle:  Quantum mechanics is inviolate –

Geometry – if it is relevant – emerges as a property
of a big universe.



Classical Theory In Fixed Coordinates

Study the non-linear problem defined by

2 variables so only 2 equations – the two missing equations: 
Friedmann and its       time derivative    

Since there are only 2 equations of motion, these must be
constraints



A Useful Change of Variables
Let us make the change

This is useful because:                        whereas 

This becomes important when we quantize.

It also simplifies what follows 

The action becomes

∞≤≤∞− u ∞≤≤ a0



Euler Lagrange Equations
The Euler Lagrange equations are simple to obtain.

The equation for u is

The equation for φ is

where we have defined



Obtaining The Missing Equations
Somehow they must follow from the equations we do have.

To find them first rewrite

Substitute this into the eq of motion for u(t)



Obtaining The Missing Equations
Somehow they must follow from the equations we do have.

To find them first rewrite

Substitute this into the eq of motion for u(t)

The result can be rewritten as



Defining the Constraint
Define

Differentiate this 

Substitute the result into the E-L equation for u(t)

Thus, if G(t) vanishes at any one time, it always vanishes 



Hamiltonian Formalism
Recall the action

varying with respect to 

Construct the Hamiltonian in the usual way

which can be rewritten as

Origin of Wheeler-DeWitt



The Quantum Theory
Rewrite the Hamiltonian as

The commutators are 

Commute any operator with H to obtain its time derivative 

NB:  This is not a  
simple expression



Paralleling The Classical Derivation
It is suggestive to rewrite



Paralleling The Classical Derivation
It is suggestive to rewrite

An exercise in commutators gives

Next, derive its equation of motion

A slightly more heroic exercise in commutators gives

Strategy:  substitute this in the 
equation for u(t) and mimic
the classical calculation

Recall:  



Finding The Friedmann Equation
So, as before, define the Friedmann operator 

NOTE: The operator Q is a quantum correction.

As in the classical theory the equation for u(t) becomes



A Contradiction ?

It would appear that finding states such that

would guarantee we reproduce all of the desired eqtns.   

However, this doesn’t make sense.

NB: G(t) is not
self-adjoint

Almost Wheeler-DeWitt
since this is H



A Solvable Model:  Quantum de Sitter Space

Replace           by a constant       :  

In this case         commutes with the Hamiltonian
so it can be set equal to a constant.

de Sitter Space corresponds to        = 0

φp

φp



A Solvable Model:  Quantum de Sitter Space

So, given       

The Heisenberg equations of motion are

The general solution to these equations is,



A Solvable Model:  Quantum de Sitter Space

So, given       

The Heisenberg equations of motion are

The general solution to these equations is,

Or, equivalently,

Future

Past



What Does This Mean ?
NOTE: All interesting operators can be written in terms of 

and

The scale factor: since                                        

The Hamiltonian:

The operator which measures the volume of the universe.

This is true classically – and – quantum mechanically !!

Future

Past



Defining Physical States
Recall that

Moreover, states which satisfy the FRW equations are those for which,

This will hold for any        for which              has finite norm: i.e.,

So, Gaussian wave-packets will do just fine

This is nice because for these packets, the volume operator

will have a finite expectation value.



Measuring The Volume
If we are in a physical state, then we have

This can be put in standard form by letting
where       is the solution to 

After this shift we have

By Schwartz inequality between -1 
and +1

Remember: 



Equivalence Classes Of Quantum Histories
Again:

In a packet

Equivalence classes of histories:



Representing Quantum Histories
Again:

In a packet

The Wigner function – or – coherent state representation



An Always Classical Universe

u(t)

p(t)

30;30 00 =>=<=>=< ∞∞ ppuu

δV/V is always small

This means:

Past and future histories 
measure same mean 
value and spread  

Note the squeezing !



All Classical Possibilities

30;30 00 ±=>=<±=>=< ∞∞ ppuu

u(t)

u(t)

p(t)



An Always Quantum Situation
δV/V is big

This means
there is a big spread
wrt mean value

Still note squeezing

0;0 00 =>=<=>=< ∞∞ ppuu

u(t)

p(t)



A Quantum To Classical Transition

1;100 00 =>=<=>=< ∞∞ ppuu

Here we start
with δV/V large

We end up in a
classical state
with δV/V small 

u(t)

p(t)



Quantum Effects and CMB
Final form

NB.  At large |t| satisfies usual behavior but not at bounce

Modifications for                  ; back reaction

Minimum size is determined by ratio of energy density to   
cosmological constant

If we choose                        then minimum volume is on order of 
1000 Planck volumes (10 Planck lengths on a side)

ω/1≈t



Other Directions
Pixelize!



Other Directions
Pixelize!

Recall 

The Einstein Action 

Basic idea

Small pixels:  what happens at small distances ?

Large pixels:  How far away must the nearest universe, with a 
scale factor very different from ours be ? 

Can we see the unseeable?



Recap
This theory is fully quantum mechanical and capable of
reproducing the calculations of the CMB anisotropy.

It predicts possible corrections to 

Back reaction is predicted for scale factor

Same techniques should allow us to study some
fluctuations non-perturbatively.

Going to bigger pixels should shed light on issues having to
do with chaotic inflation.

This is certainly not a candidate for a theory of everything
but there I hope to have convinced you it is a candidate for a theory of  
something

ρδρ /


